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Dear Sir; 
 
          
We expect that this information file including the chronological information of our 
company, technical documents, references and details of our previous projects, will 
respond your demands and desires.  
 
 
In case of need, we would like you to know that we will answer your questions and provide 
the required service and support at maximal quality and standards. 
 
 
 
Kingly regards, 
 
 
 
 
Abdullah ÇELİK 
Marketing and Sales Coordinator 
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Barkodes that was established to offer services in AIDC (Automatic Identification and Data Capture) 

sector in 1996 has put its signature under important projects in a short time with its customer-oriented 

flexible approach, has gained a strong place in the sectors for which it offer services. The firm that grounds on 

being particularly "manufacturer" within its history over 20 years has concentrated on developing its own 

software and hIt has got support from TÜBİTAK with its project namely “Smart Card Reader for Pre-paid 

Systems” for an industrial PC design having features of the closed circuit contact/contactless, GPS/GPRS, Wi-Fi 

and POS through R&D activities. 

 

Our areas of activity can be defined as Access Control Systems (Passive LF, HF, UHF, Active 2,4 GHz), 

GPS/GPRS (Personal tracking, vehicle tracking, product tracking, e-ticket, credit and unit applications), 

Contactless and Contact Identity Cards, E-Campus (Credit-unit and pass control with a single identity card 

within the university), E-Ticket (Transportation, stadium, parking lot), Personnel Continuity Control (PDKS), 

Training and Meeting Management System (GPS/GPRS/Wi-Fi/Ethernet), Cafeteria Control (YKS), Visitor 

Control (ZKS), Stock and Warehouse Automations; RFID and Contactless Card Technology. Barkodes offers 

services through its partnership particularly in turnstile and barrier systems besides these scopes; and it has 

provided 100% accurate information transfer differently from its competitors via mutual integration with POS 

in various projects by means of the contactless card readers that it itself manufactured as a special solution. 

 

In consequence of our working policy based on the product quality and continuous support, 

Barkodes provides establishment-training and support service for all solutions that Barkodes offers.  

 
Barkodes has determined objectives of the next period, namely; to make its studies deep as a R&D 

firm, to break dependency of the market on imported products with newer and reliable products based on 

the high technology. In this sense, it puts its signature to high technology products nominated for reference 

applications known in not only Turkey but also world market regarding smart card technology. We believe 

that these applications will relieve RFID technology that is invalid due to security gap of this coding in despite 

of high advantages they have and they will enable it and consumers to meet that they deserve.  

 

An another recent period objective of the firm is to strengthen its export chain involving European 

Countries such as Poland and Italia especially the countries of Middle East and Caucasian . Incorporating most 

countries that are relevant in sales level into a partnership network constitutes concrete form of this 

objective.    
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Besides the private sector establishments such as Carrefour , Hyundai Assan,  Frito Lay Gıda, HABAŞ, 
TGS, Borusan,  Mavi Jeans, Dedeman Otelleri, Hilton Garden, Gloria Golf Resort, Tesco-Kipa, Praktiker, Pakmaya, 
Kibar Holding etc; METU, Yıldız Technical University, Bülent Ecevit University, Artvin Çoruh University, 19 Mayıs 
University, Selçuk University, Fırat University, Haliç University, Doğa Educational Institution, Okyanus Private 
High Schools, Robert College training group, Chamber of Industry, Bakırköy Justice Palace, public spaces such 
as Istanbul, Ankara, Kayseri Metro stations, stadiums such as Ordu Stadium, Balıkesir Stadium etc, Turkmenistan 
Olympic Village, Azerbaijan Diplomatic University E-Campus Environment, Syria Public Transportation System, 
Iraq Ministries and Security Locations and numerous countries have also preferred the products and projects of 
Barkodes.  
 

A)   AREAS OF ACTIVITY: 

 Automatic Data Collection Systems - Proximity, Mifare, GPS/GPRS, RFID (13.56 MHz, 2.4 Ghz, 4.2 Ghz)  

 PDKS Personnel Continuity Control Systems - Personnel Scoring Software, Reader -  Proximity, Mifare, 

RFID –(13.56 MHz, 2.4 Ghz, 4.2 Ghz) 

 GKS Card Pass Control Systems (Mifare-Proximity Contactless Card Reader, Biometric Systems)  

 Campus Card and Electronic Purse Application 

 Person, Product and Vehicle Tracking System  

 YKS Cafeteria Control System  

    ZKS Visitor Control System  

    Stadium Control System 

 Special Software and Project Development  

    Industrial Hand Terminals (RF, 232, TC/ IP), Barkode, 13. 56 Mhz, RFID   

    Tag Printers 

 Stainless Steel Turnstile Solutions 

 Human Resources Solution Package 

 Identity Cards 
   

2- ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEMS 

 Local Area Network 

 Copper Structural Cabling Systems  

 Fiber Optic Cabling Systems 

 Wireless Network Systems 

 GPS/GPRS Solutions 

As can be understood from the continuing sections; Barkodes provide special and boutique 

solutions to the institutions besides the advantage of being a software and hardware producer.
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MISSION 

 

We are a company that gives particular importance to the customer 

satisfaction, selects the appropriate one in product development and 

manufacturing, supervision of environment in technology choice and 

engineering, manufactures the market demands with relevant cost and 

offers with reasonable profit, always tries to reach better without being 

contented with the quality level reached, produces solutions parallel to the 

ever-growing technology, adapt itself all the time.  

 

 

 

 

VISION 

 

To offer systems, products and services satisfying the needs of our country in 

the first place and subsequently the international market by utilizing high 

technology and engineering by means of a developing structure.  
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Campus Management 
 
As Barkodes, we have performed e-campus applications in numerous universities of Turkey with our 
contactless smart card readers. We have worked with lots of prestigious institutions and companies of 
Turkey. We continue working in our projects with our old and new customers. Our leading customers, 
the university cafeterias perform group based tarification by courtesy of our smart software and we 
provide the controls like which group can eat how many times from each type of meal at which time. 

 
In Yıldız Technical University, we provide integration with the bank cards which are being 
used within the campus via our contactless smart card readers and we load money in the 
cards. When a person passes through from our contactless smart card readers on the 

turnstiles that we have put in the cafeteria; the balance due to be decreased is taken 
according to the card type and the grup logic and we write the remaining balance within the card. 
According to the pass authorities of the same smart cards within the campus; we provide the passing 
transactions from the doors and the turnstiles and the reporting of such transactions. By our system; the 
balance decreasing process is executed and after the identity of the person is specified; we send the data 
via POS to the bank and we finalize the process. Our devices provide bilateral data transfer. Thus we can 
also make the black list controls. The whole system works in integration with the bank via POS.  

 
In METU, by the software that we have 
developed over the contactless smart 

card readers in addition to the ones in YTU; in case specific number of services is given, it is provided that 
bonus balances are given by observing the process made from the card on the basis of the criteria on 
the device. This is the only and single working application by this campaign software. The bonus loaded 
on the card is used as a discount at the first spending made by the card. The whole system works in 
integration with the bank via POS.  
 

By our contactless card readers and campus card that we have produced at Azerbaijan 
Diplomatic University, all the demands of the students within the campus are responded. The student 
may enter into the school, eat at the cafeteria, borrow a book from the library, enter to the parking lot 
with his/her car and can perform numerous in-campus paid or free processes with only a single 
contactless smart card. The cards of the students and the personnel are authorized on hour, day and 
door basis. 
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Public Transportation 

 
By courtesy of the barcode system integrated with contactless smart card readers which produce not 
only in the universities but also in public transportation; we give daily service over a single center 
control.  
 

The system at MAVİ MARMARA; is a public transportation system that provides passing of 
thousands of people every day and working between Bostancı-Adalar, Adalar and Adalar as in 2D 
barcode and Contactless smart cards barcode as daily passes and combined passed. Via a single unit 
which is produced by us; contactless smart card reader and 2D Barcode Reader and turnstile integration 
is provided. The system is working as a credit and unit system and the data is being taken automatically 
over a single center.  

    

 By our contactless card readers that we have 
placed in the service cars of Yeditepe University; we report the location information and the bus stop 
where the student got on the bus. Thus day and distance authorization is identified to the student on 
the basis of the paid price. The project is successfully actualized and it is decided to equip all the service 
cars with this system. 
 
Cafeteria Systems 

 
At the airports of TGS AŞ and at the Cafeteria of the General Directorate; online meal 
service is provided to be taken by supplying data transfer about the authorizations, 
credits, and units by communicating with the center via 3G. by courtesy of the 
online investigation of our devices; the personnel is limited for not having meal 

more than once at two different cafeterias.  
 
Stadium Systems 

 
At Ordu Stadium and Balıkesir Stadium, we give a pass authorization to the person 
who have contactless combined cards and bar-coded tickets via our own turnstiles and 
smart card readers by making the control of the person over the time, date and door 
group. Also we prevent the usage of the same combined card twice and we report this 

situation. We give the stadium occupancy ratio transiently. Our system is configured according to sports 
and violence law. 
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At Balıkesir Stadium, we give a pass authorization to the person who has contactless 
combined cards and bar-coded tickets via our own turnstiles and smart card readers by 
making the control of the person over the time, date and door group. Also we prevent 
the usage of the same combined card twice and we report this situation. We give the 
stadium occupancy ratio transiently. Our system is configured according to sports and 
violence law. 

 
Education Systems 

 
We have realized the training of Law No 
6102 Turkish Trade Law of TÜRMOB 
and TESMER; as a smart card reader 

and an identity identification system which we have applied on the tablets with our own software. When 
the person has the card read; his/her photograph is taken and the name of the person read from the 
card is screened. Such information is kept on the card as offline and when the system is online, the 
information is sent to the center. Tablets communicate with the center via Wi-Fi and we have provided 
information control and archiving in electronic media whether the person is on the correct course or not, 
whether he/she has completed the said training or not, when he/she has completed ths said training etc.  
 
Measurement-Auditing Systems 

 
Calibration and measurement devices are projected in order to audit the fuel 
oil stations with our solution partners, Ministry of Industry and the images 
from the Fuel Oil Examination cars. Thus the difference between the liter on 
the gauge and the liter transferred to the depot is eliminated. On the other 
hand, in order to control all the gauges at the fuel oil stations throughout 
Turkey whether they make the measurements correctly or not; 89 fuel oil and 

LPG gauges examination devices equipped with fuel oil calibration set and master meter and 
measurement sets used in the control of LPG gauges are put into service at the provincial directorates. 
The fuel oil stations and LPG stations are continuously controlled during the year by the said devices. 
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Level and location control system is designed for the fixed filling tanks of Aygaz A.Ş.. 
The project performs a level control for the fuel tanks which are located for the work 
place and the residences and shares the status information with the center via GPRS 
and GPS and when the level reaches to the critical point; the central filling system 
gives a warning and provides to send the location information of the filling tank. In 

this project, again our designed module and software are used. The project is completed and delivered 
to Aygaz AŞ.. It is planned to have the usage of this project for totally 6.000 fixed locations. 
 

By the locking mechanism and card reader that we have designed for the Smart 
Electronic Bicycle Renting Project, the control of bicycle tracking and 
emergency case via GPS and GPRS. This project that we have performed in 
Turkey is the only domestic project. The system is designed in order to work 
integrated with the cards given to the person or with a bank card. At the same 

time, because this project is  
 
Designed on behalf of an institution, support is taken from the development agency on behalf of the 
institution. The project is delivered to the relevant institution in a working status together with its 
design. 
 
Post-Pay Systems 

 
The Foldhome System within the first step of Nef, Nef Flats Levent 163, is 
actualized by us. The infrastructure of the post-pay system, which is the first in 
the world and in Turkey, is completed and it is operationalized. For various 
rooms in the Foldhome system such as the cinema room, play station room, 

meeting room, party and karaoke room etc; air conditioning system starts to work 15 minutes before the 
reservation time which is made via internet, the room is cleaned by courtesy of the SAM (Smart Area 
Management) software, which we have specially produced for Nef, and also we provide to open the 
room only for the person made the reservation between the rented hours due to our SAM software, our 
readers and the contactless smart cards. Also by favor of SAM software; the person should perform the 
activation process for registering himself/herself on the system. 
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We have developed a Pass Control System with the contactless smart cards that are 
authorized by us and with our readers at the critical points of Ankara and General 
Directorate Building of Forensic Medicine Institute. Today, pass control is being 
applied at Ankara and General Directorate building of Forensic Medicine Institute. 
 
. 

 
Via our reader and turnstile systems at the External Trade 
Complex; every day thousands of people eat their meals at the 
cafeteria without any problems. Via the visitor cards that we have 
identified and the personnel cards; pass control is provided.  

 
On the other hand; by courtesy of the project applied to the atm’s of a bank, the finger print and cell 
phone number of a bank personnel are matched and a password from the center is sent to the cell 
phone of the bank personnel and this person can perform the cash transactions after entering this 
password.  
 
Our turnstile systems permit the pass of thousands of people every day at all the METRO and 
METROBUS lines of Istanbul and they work safely without having any problems. 

 
     At SGS Turkey; our Pass Control Management is actively working. 
 

 
At Club Sporium; member control and follow-up is made 
with our Turnstile Member Control Management. 
 
 

At Rixos Konya; the member control management is successfully executed by 
our Biometric System.  
 
 

 
       At PDKS and Pass Control areas; special reports and reporting devices 

are developed for Teknorot Management. The data obtained 
constitutes a basis for performance assessment. Integration is 
provided by the Operation Automation Software which is used within 

the company.  
 

 
One of the Turkey’s prestigious brands E.C.A also preferred our Pass Control 
System and our PDKS solutions. 
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Domestic and International Airport guests perform their passport 
transactions via our Passport Turnstile System. At the same time 
 

 
Pass Control Package and Cafeteria services of HEAŞ Airport Enterprises are provided 
by our company. 
 

 
TSK has also preferred Barkodes for their Pass Control Systems and Personnel Hygiene 
Turnstile Control Systems.  
At Balıkesir NCO School; Pass Control System with Biometric Face Recognition is 
actively used and Officers’ Club, Tuzla Maritime College, Heybeli Ada Maritime 
College and 3rd Gendarmerie Command use our Personnel Hygiene Turnstile Control 
Systems actively. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
For the world’s leading branches Fritolay, Sunny, Lescon and Arow; special reports on behalf of the 
enterprise for our Pass Control Systems and PDKS and special pay roll transfer modules are developed on 
monthly basis. 
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Our Company’s Quality and Assurance Certificates 
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Capacity Production Report 
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Service Adequacy Certificate 
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